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Abstract 
Nowadays, number of products that are sold or bought through Internet by e-commerce websites such as eBay and Amazon are 
increasing rapidly. In other words, people prefer to buy or sell their requirements from Internet. The factors such trust, security 
and availability play important roles in these transactions. So, companies try to improve quality of factors to cause better feeling 
for customers. Researchers suggest different frameworks which can cover some of them and make people eager to use their 
websites for daily transactions. In this article a new factor is introduced that has an important role in online purchasing as above 
factors. It is history of goods. The ability of customers in pursuit the history of goods cause increases the trust and helps to 
decrease the resistance of buyer from sellers. This can implement as a canonical license and sellers can give this service for their 
own first hand and second hand goods. In this condition, customer can track the transactions have been happened on goods and 
make decision to buy it or not. In this article also, methods for those goods that are trades in tradition and digital ways are shown 
in the framework. 
Keywords: Trust, Internet purchase, risk, goods history.
1. Introduction 
Since in any transaction which money will be exchanged there is a high risk and customers do not buy unless they 
trust the seller [1], so trust has an important role in a done deal role. Trust has a very important role in electronic trade 
transactions and cyber compared with traditional trade transactions and real world. Because in traditional trade, 
customer go with their feet to store or shopping center, and see the goods from near and has interaction with the seller 
and as soon as paying money receive goods and many other cases and thus buying for customers’ is touchable and 
understanding and therefore customers’ trust is win. But in electronic trade, transactions are happened online. 
Unfortunately the sellers and affluence goods customers are invisible and he/she has no knowledge of the customers’ 
Company and the seller dealer and goods and he/she doesn’t know that goods which he/she wants to buy are original, 
has a favorite quality and substance, color and form, goods which are healthy and the seller is a reliable. Therefore 
internet transactions’ risk is high. Despite an advantage to buy over the Internet to buying traditional [2] like as you 
can buy or sell in every hour of the day and even closed hours and every day of the week even holidays and easily 
customer can see goods in other cities or even countries and have extensive scope for the more accurate and better 
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election, customer prefer to buy in traditional way because there is less risk and more confidence to buy than internet 
an online markets. Therefore trust in the Internet buying is necessary and vital and focus on transactions process [3]. 
So, business and Internet seller must try to provide secure and safe environment for the customers to purchase and 
trust it very easily [4]. In previous research in the trust field, trust role is investigated in different dimensions such as 
[5, 6, 7]: 
x economical  
x social/institutional, 
x treatment/psychological-logical  
x management/organizational, 
x industrial  
All the studies indicate trust is necessary in exchanges of money because that is vital element in business. In fact 
that is competitive advantages between the sellers. For a reliable company selling products is occurred easily and also 
company tries to improve its general and important factors of trust [8]. 
As far as the studies have been done about trust in different aspects are scattered and broken [8] they have 
collected important and influential factors in trust and try to make a connection between them and risk  and trust, till 
with use of this method  make a mechanism for see the trust of costumers in electronic trade. 
As extensive researches on confidence in different aspects have been done Variety compliments for it is presented. 
Previous research that is related to traditional trade basically is related to the trust between people like a customer 
confidence to the seller [9]. Customers trust can have several references- seller, product, company - so trust is 
complimented like believe that buyer has for seller, product and company and believe that seller in trade has a loyalty 
to his warranty. This definition in the field of electronic commerce is true [8, 6, 12]. Also trust has been introduced as 
a confidence-building, personal hope or individual confidence other than himself/herself personal belief.  In our study 
we focus on the customer confidence to a seller on internet. Customer can trust to brand and that information which 
exist in the web site of pointed company. So in this article online customer confidence define as customers’ personal 
belief that he thinks that the selling phenomenon is important and the seller solution in dealing with the same as well 
as the customer is waiting for him. 
In this article has been trying to investigate all factors and characteristics that a web site should be given to 
customers can easily make a trust to that and to buy with a successful experience and also with investigating the scale 
of new factor that is goods history on the trust of customers, rate of the electronic trade has been increase and people 
goes to buy and purchase online. 
In fact after considering all factors and especially new invoice standard certificate and a letter to every web site 
where bomb work that all these factors are to be proposed And this certificate caused a lot of its web site will be 
determined and customers easily relieved such web sites and internet stores they are sure that higher authority is over 
all the stores and web site that financial transactions are doing is supervision the stores and confirmed by the higher 
authority, And if virtual store and web site has not certain credibility and has not permitted will not be valid. Their 
customers do not refer to it because it has not the necessary trust factors and assured such internet marketing and sale 
limited to valid Internet shops and in the result of that the internet fraud and danger of internet transactions are 
decrease. Finally, with control of the shops and Internet transactions maple trust is drawn in the internet society what 
those who have the experience of buying Internet site and what are those who do not have the experience or even are 
not familiar with it.  And in which the price of buying internet goes up to will help the success of that country and 
more electronic trade in that country. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II important and vital factors that caused customer trust to seller in 
Internet are described. In Section III, we introduce a frame work to improve customer trust and developed our idea 
conceptual and Section IV concludes with a summary and discussions of future research directions. 
2. Important factors in Trust 
In the processes like Internet customers internet purchasing process based on information that a web site gives to 
the seller about the manner of goods and order and there is a deal to buy or not. So, website must be give clear and 
accurate information of goods and describe how this deal will be finish and how goods are delivered to customers and 
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presented information to clear the customer’s confusion and ambiguity in the information. And in addition to 
information quality, security and protect personal information and protect confidential information of customer’s 
credit card has an extraordinary importance because no one does not want to credit card abuse by his or her personal 
information to others to so observing safety and protect personal information and credit card is two important 
characteristic. If has coding and identify in a web site is determined to be observed then customer confidence to a 
large extent is drawn [8]. For this reason seller realizing that customer is trustworthy and pledged to deal and if he is 
purchasing from the seller he will not be denied. And with customer trust, transaction risk is reduced. Because factors 
are caused to make a risk, by the observance of these cases don’t exist. 
These factors are those such as abuse of confidential information of credit card or personal information. Lack of a 
company with specifications had been given in site, the absence of goods with specifications presented in web site or 
disabled  and  the  quality  of  goods  and  some  cases  like  this  [8,  10].   When  customer  does  not  see  risk  in  online  
transactions then this lack of risk has been observed on purchasing will leave positive effects on his decisions and 
turns customers to a potential buyer [11]. In addition to those cases, factors like positive reliability of web site 
between the customers and users and guarantee that is in connection with their goods and deal with it, and also the 
positive poll buyers proposals and other Web sites for buying goods from web site proposals and good propaganda, 
all and all are trying to absorb the customer confidence and decrease the risk it has a positive effect and cause make a 
strengthen decision to buy from the relevant customers’ web site and stores. Also factors like the manner of search 
and access to information and cases, goods and services that customers to follow them, and also the manner of 
communication and interaction with customers can be a positive effect in attract customers to specific web site [8].  
Because of the search algorithms, sort of information, goods, services and web site are simple and in the meantime 
effective and customer with spending less time and without disoriented and dizzy can shop the goods and services 
that is related to his own opinion this item is a positive points for that web site between web sites that are similar 
which have not those characteristics because, customers tend to make sure about purchasing. 
So, strong, positive and good relationship with customers has great impact on the decision of purchasing. As in the 
traditional buyers bought store salesman that it's good and strong and appropriate behavior with his views and the 
importance of customer and taste buyer and considers the supply of goods to the buyer and taste the buyer in and in 
accordance with the goods and services store offers prefer model in online that's why it is the customers’ and web site 
where bomb work that effective and positive communication with him and the purchaser views in all stages of 
seeking to purchase goods and even after delivery and its consumption goods importance and in accordance with taste 
and to customer He raw or service proposed prefer customer because of the purchase of such web site where bomb 
work satisfaction [1]. The important factors of trust are shown in the below chart (Fig. 1). 
Fig.1. Important factors in customer's trust 
In this chart 5 different rules of trust in online transaction are described. The full name of abbreviation words in 
above chart are listed in below table (Table 1).  
Table 1. Full name of above abbreviation words  
Abbreviation & full name 
IQ: Information Quality PRW: Positive Reliability Of Website 
SEC: Security GWGD: Guarantee Website's Goods and 
Deals 
PPI: Protect Personal Information GP: Good Propaganda 
PCICC: Protect Confidential Information of Credit Card PP: The Positive Poll 
1
Trust 
Purchasing of virtual 
store 
SEC, IQ, PPI, PCICC, 
SASAICGS, GCC, 
GWGD
GWGD, IQ, HOD 
GWGD, IQ, HOG, PP 
PRW, GP, BOWP 
2
4 5
3
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BOWP: Buyers and Other Web sites Proposals for buying 
goods from web site 
GCC: Good Communication With 
Customers 
SASAICGS: Simple Algorithm of Search and Access to 
Information and cases, Goods and services 
HOG: History Of Goods 
HOD: History Of Deals 1: Trust to virtual store and seller 
2: Trust to goods 3: Trust to deal 
4; Positive effect on trust 5: Repeat internet purchase process for 
other goods 
3. Solution 
 New and important factor that we offered is the history of goods that is affect in the credibility of a web site and 
stores and also to win the trust of influential customers. History of goods provides precise information about goods to 
the buyer. When an internet store make a complete and accurate data from producer, customer has the chance to serve 
in the history of fashion goods production seemed to research and the principle of import goods or transform and 
separation common market and make sure that this purchase which buys is the same original one. 
Customer can extract some important information from history of goods. The some important information can be 
extracted from history field are as below: 
x Satisfaction field of customers: shows the rate of efficiency and quality of goods that is specified with 
real customers of those goods and the customers thought without any changes put directly in this field. 
x Product Life cycle: describes the course of a product’s sales from its introduction and growth through 
maturity and decline. 
x Unreasonable growth in price: shows the number of independent or small retailers exchange this 
product  
      As we said above the history factor can affect on the accuracy of buyer in electing goods and it cause 
customer’s trust during the purchase increase and decrease the dissatisfaction of buyers. Although being able to 
market goods far from home presents corporations with many new opportunities, it also means they face new 
competition. Local companies that never even considered international competition now find foreign competitors 
stocked on shelves right alongside their own products. Some economists argue that local companies should be 
protected from such competition through legislation that regulates the flow of goods through trade barriers and other 
measures. Others oppose such regulation, arguing that it only raises prices for consumers. And at last it cause all of 
the virtual markets have tendency to this factor and society’s goes toward the internet based marketing and buy their 
own goods in secure and safe environment. 
4. Framework and Conceptual Development 
For collecting the information of goods history we offer a central database, data center and web site which is 
independent from every virtual market. The main and good characteristic of this way is that customers can pursuit the 
history of every goods that is ideal with use of this web site and access to the correct and appropriate information and 
after decides and elect. They enter to virtual or even real market to buy. Also each virtual market can give a link for 
good history site for pursuit which is help to absorb the trust of customers. In fact the information about every new or 
second hand and old goods, or goods which is traded both with hand and by internet exists in this database and 
customer can reach them just with a simple query. For those goods which are traded just online, collecting of history 
information is simple. Because these information owe exist in auto spread from in internet and it’s enough just make 
them intensive but in hybrid trades which are consist of traditional trade complexity is much. In this matter buyer can 
force sellers with some methods to interpolate information in this site otherwise they deny buying that. Because of the 
importance of information which is interpolated in this web site, traditional customer whom buy with hand can reach 
to useful information about his/her elected goods. It’s important to recall that in this data center for every goods we 
have an individual, ID number which is the same codes that’s interpolated the goods. 
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Now we try to talk broadly about goods history information and know that, this matter in database part inclusive 
what matters:     
4.1. Information of goods 
Information of goods consists of some exterior, technical, qualitative and quantitative information. Because goods 
are divided to two parts  which is new ones and second hand ones, so trait of goods consist of one kind of general 
characters and specific characters. The general characters about goods like clothes, computer, movie, cars and etc. 
Both of the new and second hand goods are same but specific characters in new and second hand goods in each kind 
of goods are different. General characters like: identity of producer, data of production, production serial, registration 
number, guarantee information, price and brand that is common between all goods. But specific characters are 
different from one to another. For example, for one eatable good like biscuit, information like: expired data, healthy 
license, gram, numbers in each box, combinations and composer materials and the type of the biscuit are important. 
Otherwise for another good like computer: numbers and sort of the pieces, guarantee of pieces, useful life, model, 
type, and lateral equipment are important, or for machine policy, services after selling, model, color, type of fuel, 
extreme speed, and the rate of affecting an pollution of the weather, and security and technical information like has it 
airbag, thermal mirrors, GPS and the kind of clog are important. Also the specific characteristics of one new good is 
different from second hand good from same sort, for example, about new machine these above information are 
enough but for second hand machine more than these information another information are important like function 
based on kilometer, is it crashed or not, are pieces changed or not, and the information about optional facilities, like 
CD player model, number of plaque, and also about the length of the policy and guarantee. Anyhow in same goods, 
second hand good or old are have not meaning like eatable or healthy goods.   
4.2. Trade information and replete of information on  
That is important in the history of goods is number of trades and the numbers of evolution of good till it reaches to 
very seller, in this way trade information more aver then good’s own information should offer to customer. This 
information consists of following matters: 
Seller’s identities, buyer’s identities, primary price, bought price, very sells price, the rate of the price increasing 
(for first hand goods), purchase date, ways of trade, seller’s site numbers of trades that’s have done, the situation of 
good which is new or not, numbers of sold goods, numbers of inversed or changed goods, of one kind buyer’s thought 
about delivered good. 
4.3. Way of using this specicalweb site 
Access to this special site like other web sites are from web server and online search way and more than that sites 
and virtual markets can give a link for that just for easy access. This special site should prepare divisional information 
for preventing buyers got dicey and amazed. 
5. Discussion and conclusion 
Online transactions and Internet buying is inherently groups’ hue and therefore trust are an important factor in 
positive attracting customers to the seller and traded goods risk and advantage in buying existing internet and trust 
the purchasing decisions affect customers leave trust and strengthen directly with intention to purchase and a non-
direct decrease the risk and increase profit and buy online advantage over the decision-making process and 
customers into customer positive effect. With our list all important factors in attracting trust and the development of 
new factor and extraordinary that important goods and the influence that the trust in electronic trade and increase the 
credibility of virtual sellers and presenting framework showed how we can risk transactions to online to a minimum 
and the  process  internet  purchasing  process  to  make sure  that  he  turned in  a  way that  customer  had more  to  buy 
online tends toward purchasing in comparison with traditional harms. According to this framework, it will be a 
useful for traders who want confidence increase animosity toward their customers and decrease the risk they work 
for its internet development and prosperity and those who are inclined to the information and data tragedy and use 
the Internet business income. 
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